Proximity hybridization-regulated chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer for homogeneous immunoassay.
Chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer (CRET) and the proximity ligation assay have been widely used in design of sensors for the bioanalysis. Here, a wash-free and homogeneous strategy was proposed to detect carcino-embryonic antigen (CEA) based on proximity hybridization-regulated CRET. The Cy5 demonstrated strong chemiluminescence (CL) via the oxidation of TCPO in the presence of H2O2 and energy transfer between excited TCPO and Cy5. Graphene oxide (GO) as an excellent quencher was used to produce the "Signal off" mode that little CL emission was observed through CRET between GO and the Cy5-labelled DNA3. Once CEA was introduced, the target-induced proximity hybridization occurred to form a proximate complex, which inhibited the CRET by preventing GO from absorbing Cy5-labelled DNA3. Furthermore, taking advantage of nicking endonuclease Nt.BbvCI for in situ recycling, the signal could be further amplified for highly sensitive CL detection. Our results showed that this strategy enabled a specific response to CEA with a detection range of 5 orders of magnitude, along with a detection limit of 3.2pg mL(-1). Apart from its easy operation, high sensitivity and acceptable accuracy, the proposed method needed only 0.3μL of sample, indicating its great opportunity for commercial application.